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Abstract—This article introduces some features of the teaching activity in the field of the IOT (Internet of Things) engineering, which leads to the necessity and methods of cultivating ability of innovation and entrepreneurship. The role of academic competition, entrepreneurial practice and tutors in cultivating capacity of innovation and entrepreneurship is discussed. Finally, it introduces the author's some work in this field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the background of "mass entrepreneurship and innovation" turning to be the implementation strategy of national economic development, the cultivation model of application-oriented undergraduate engineers is the essential embodied of higher education proactively adapting to the economy and social development. With the advancement of new-type industrialization and the development of science and technology, the application-oriented engineers who meet the needs of industrial development, especially high-quality talents with innovative thinking and entrepreneurial ability, have become more and more important support for the sustainable development of the economy and society and the promotion of the country's core competitiveness. To improve the creative and entrepreneurial ability and spirit of college students is of great significance to improve the quality of talent cultivation, to provide high-quality interdisciplinary talents and innovative and entrepreneurial talents for the rapid development of country's economy and society.

The technology of IOT involves many subjects such as computer science and technology, communication engineering, electronic science and technology, automation and so on. The students of the IOT need to master the basic knowledge of mathematics, natural science, economics, management, engineering science and so on which are required to complete in this major, as well as computer, communication, electronic, sensing and other topics about knowledge, skills and methods related to the IOT. Therefore, the training process of innovation and entrepreneurship ability of this professional ability is rather complex and time-consuming. After a long period of practice, a way to cultivate innovative and entrepreneurial ability in the CTGU had been explored. Through organizing and guiding students to complete professional learning, academic competition and entrepreneurial practice in a long time, good results have been achieved.

II. METHODS OF CULTIVATING INNOVATIVE AND ENTREPRENEURIAL ABILITY

The cultivation of innovation and entrepreneurship ability is a long-term process, which requires continuously inculcating a feeling of innovation and entrepreneurship consciousness and a long term of complete project practice. This process can be divided into several stages: comprehensive training, academic competition and entrepreneurial practice. These three stages can be taken as different forms of an innovation and entrepreneurship project, including concept verification, prototype design and product implementation. Each stage has different emphasis and training. The members of the project team experience these three stages, and finally form a strong sentiment of innovation and entrepreneurship, a strong professional accomplishment and a rich experience of innovation and entrepreneurship. The stages of this process shown as follow (Figure 2-1):

Figure 2-1 The Cultivation stages

1. Comprehensive Training
   In the teaching process of the IOT engineering, the comprehensive training mainly completes the synthesis of three levels of the content of the perceptual layer, the network layer and the application layer, which is based on the practical application system and relied on the framework of the IOT system. The training the ability of
III. DISCIPLINE COMPETITION

After the comprehensive training stage, the undergraduates get better technical basis. However, due to the limitations of the training course (class time), the training of this stage is lack of extension and expansion. The early stage of training are lack of continuous improvement which can not produce significant results. As the next stage of comprehensive training, academic competition will deepen the cultivation of students' innovative and entrepreneurial ability. Academic competition is an extracurricular scientific and technical practice that gives a multidimensional investigation on the comprehensive quality and ability of students. Through the competition, the students' creative thinking are aroused, the students' awareness of team work is trained. At the same time, the teachers also can jump out the campus to understand the real needs of the IOT society through competition, and then test their scientific research results through this kind of activities. At the same time, the competition is an effective way to stimulate the students' interest, and the successful work of it can be taken further as the teaching content of IOT courses, and also can be the foundation of the entrepreneurship.

In particular, the way of IOT competition has the following characteristics:

(1) The organizers of the competition are including the leading enterprises of the industry, the topic of competition which could reflect the latest technical tendency, and provide the newest IOT development boards and software tools for the participants. The students will be able to be brought into contact with the latest information of the industry. It also encourages the instructors to update curriculum and teaching activities to new levels.

(2) The competition urges the students to think creatively and practicing in teamwork, especially the comprehensive ability of technical document writing, propaganda video shooting, and presentation for the products, which are difficult to achieve in the conventional class.

By mentoring the students to participate in the competition, teachers are promoted in the aspects of creative thinking, hands-on ability, enterprising spirit and team consciousness, who will realize that both shortcomings and advanced teaching ideas in the training of students in time, which lead to the reformation on education of IOT and the continuous promotion to provide service for students more directly and effectively. The results of the competition can also become intellectual property such as software products and patents, laying the foundation for the subsequent stage of entrepreneurship.

IV. ENTREPRENEURIAL PRACTICE

Academic competitions usually produce high-quality achievements, but after the competition, it is a matter to consider whether these works are put on the shelf or to be perfected into real products which have commercial value. At the same time, the academic competition is also phased. Many students are short of time planning to participate in the academic competition. They build their works in a hurry until the competition is coming. The time of the work is not enough, the quality of the work is not high and the exercise effect is poor. In combination with the training of the professional skills, especially the training of entrepreneurial ability, we can consider to promoting these disciplines and teams to carry out the entrepreneurial practice, including participating in various entrepreneurial competitions and wind cast road show.

The ambitious team can also learn to run a real entrepreneurial company, applying the government funding, and enter the incubator park to operate in accordance with the business model. This requires students and teachers to jump out of the technical field of the profession to pay attention to the market commercialization. Through the understanding of the market, the goal of training in campus is clearer.

On the other hand, it is also necessary to integrate the practice of entrepreneurship into the training model of the undergraduates, and combine the characteristics of IOT to form a professional basic curriculum around the goal of entrepreneurship. This needs to create a strong entrepreneurship cultural atmosphere for campus, and actively build various innovation and entrepreneurship platforms inside and outside campus about innovation and entrepreneurship education, practice, hatching and Commercial project docking.

V. CONCLUSION

In recent years, the staff of IOT engineering in CTGU has recently encouraged and supported teachers to participate in the guidance of various academic competitions. At the same time, the topic of competition is taken as a comprehensive training topic. After a comprehensive training and competition, a project has been perfected in accordance with the market commercial requirements. The competition are "National college
student intelligent interconnection innovation competition" for the university students majoring in electronic information, "National University IOT design competition" for the IOT, as well as "Internet + entrepreneurship competition" based on entrepreneurship. Some excellent teams also turned to run the companies. Through these practical activities, the creative thinking ability and practical application ability of the undergraduates are enhanced, and a strong support for the training of innovative engineering talents is provided.
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